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Farewell to the Vic’s
Sandgrown’un doctor

EYE specialist, Mr Ges Naylor came home in
1994 — and it was one of the best things he ever
did.
Born in Blackpool, the Trust surgeon moved to
Birmingham to do his ophthalmology training and
start his career, but when a job came up at the
Vic he moved back to his beloved home town.
And the hospital and its patients benefited from
his decision.
Arron Woods, 16, was his last patient and he paid
tribute to the difference Mr Naylor had made to
his life, correcting a squint that threatened to
leave him with double vision.
“My vision is 100 per cent better than it was,” said
Arron who now hopes to take up a college course
in photography. “I owe such a lot to Mr Naylor, he
always put me at ease and has given me a future
to look forward to.”

had been an inspiring colleague. “He was loved
by his colleagues and patients alike and had a
wonderful manner and rapport with everyone he
came into contact with.”

Colleagues from Neonatal and the Children’s
Senior orthoptist, Catherine Gray, said Mr Naylor Clinic also gathered to wish Mr Naylor a long and
had always taken time to encourage his team and happy retirement.
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Ensuring care is in the
right place for patients
VISITORS to Blackpool Victoria Hospital’s
Emergency Department (ED) are being diverted
to the correct service thanks to a new streaming
service.

care that is not life-threatening, Ambulatory Care
(a service which offers same day emergency
care to patients without being admitted to a bed,
where possible) or the Emergency Department
waiting room where nursing staff can watch for
Once patients have been booked in by a
any deterioration in a patient’s condition and be
receptionist on arrival, they are then assessed by ready to act, ensuring patient safety.
a senior nurse and directed to the most suitable
department.
Emergency Department Matron, Sue Roberts,
said: “This is an important improvement to
The scheme was introduced by ED sister, Jodie
patients as they see a nurse at the front door of
Bradford. She said: “I recently introduced the
the ED. This improves the quality and safety of all
streaming nurse system to try and prevent people patients.
being in the ED inappropriately, and so far we are
making an impact.”
Jodie added: “We have had a lot of support for
the system from both patients and staff and even
Through an assessment, the streaming nurse will from other Trusts. We are also having a positive
direct visitors to Urgent Care (for urgent medical effect on waiting times within the ED.”
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Youngsters
share their
mental
health messages
A SERVICE that provides care to children held an “Our popular workshops were the ADHD session
open day to educate professionals and provide
when professionals were given tasks to complete
education through young people’s eyes.
whilst being distracted by lights, music and noise
coming from the young people. This was to
The Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services provide an insight into what it is like to have
team, (CAHMS), held an open day at Blackpool
ADHD as a young person.
Zoo to target professionals who come into contact
with children seeking support.
“The young people acted as the ‘jargon police’
and would ask the attendees to explain
The event, organised by the Blackpool CAHMS
everything they fed back in simple terms.
team, Youtherapy and the Child & Adolescent
Support & Help Enhanced Response (CASHER) “Throughout the day, the young people were the
team was arranged to speak to key people who
focus of the day. The inner voice role play we did
work with children and young people who could
made all professionals feel very emotional and
be struggling with their mental health.
felt it was very empowering.
Zoe Roscoe, Assistant Psychologist and Patient
Participation Lead at CAMHS, said: “The
feedback from the day was brilliant and nearly
100 professionals attended which was great.

“The play involved the young people showing an
inner voice of what they want to say during
assessments with clinicians, compared to what
they actually say.

“The aim of the open day was to make people
aware of what we do in CAMHS and what our
services provide - this is to help with referrals,
making sure we are receiving appropriate cases
and to highlight how everybody can support a
young person experiencing difficulties.

“Young people gave ‘top tips for professionals’ as
a take home message of ‘Don’t ask too many
questions, sometimes we just need to be there,
not to ask questions but allow time. Be an
interesting human not just a lanyard.’

“We ran various workshops throughout the day
with the help of our young people who really took
ownership and shared important messages to
professionals about how they feel improvements
could be made.
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“The day was such a success and really makes
you realise why you work in the area you do. We
are hoping to hold another open day to offer
additional training and advice. Thank you to our
young ambassadors for being so supportive.”
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Charlie enjoys a tour
of the Trust’s labs
A YOUNG patient at Blackpool
Victoria Hospital was given the
opportunity to be a trainee scientist for
the day.
Charlie Doughty, 8, from Kirkham,
enjoyed a tour of the hospital’s
laboratories as part of a project to
give young patients an insight into
what happens behind the scenes to
help their treatment.
The scheme is called Harvey’s Gang.
It was set up by Malcolm Robinson,
the Chief Biomedical Scientist at
Western Sussex Hospitals, to invite
Charlie Doughty with Helen Sanna and Steven Atkins
young, long-term patients into
pathology labs to have a look around,
aiming to help them understand what happens to have their bloods taken regularly in the Children’s
the samples taken during their many blood tests. Clinic and we look to schedule the tours for after
their blood tests so they can follow their own
Malcolm set up this programme in memory of
sample through the process.
Harvey Baldwin; a seven-year-old boy who
underwent treatment for leukaemia at Worthing
“Charlie thoroughly enjoyed her visit and had the
Hospital. Harvey regularly had to attend the
opportunity to ask lots of questions.
hospital for blood tests and transfusions, and was
very keen to know what happened to his blood
“I would like to thank the staff working in the
samples after they had been sent off to the lab.
department for their support in showing Charlie
round.’’
The scheme is now running at Blackpool
Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and
Charlie’s dad Ben said: “He loved the visit and
Charlie, who had a liver transplant when he was was really interested to see what happened.
just three months old, was presented with his
“The staff were great with him and really kept his
own lab coat and became a ‘Trainee Scientist’ for attention which was fantastic.’’
a few hours.
Helen Sanna, Senior Biomedical Scientist
The Willow School pupil was able to watch his
Cellular Pathology, said: “We are very happy to
own blood sample being processed as well as
be able to show these children and their families
looking at various machines and equipment used around the labs as part of Harvey’s Gang, and
in the labs.
show them how we process their bloods. It is
often as educational for us as it is for them and
Rebecca Booth, Children’s Services Engagement we always look forward to welcoming young
Lead at the Trust, said: “Young oncology patients patients.’’
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Helping
youngsters
reach their
potential
YOUNG people in Wyre have come together to
raise awareness of mental health in the area’s
schools.

They decided the posters should be placed
behind cubicle doors in all the toilets in Wyre
secondary schools.

Chris Smith from youth group URPotential has
worked with young people in an effort to improve
mental health care and support for pupils in Wyre
schools.

This allows young people who may not feel
comfortable talking about mental health to have
access to mental health support contacts across
the Fylde coast. such as the CASHER number
from Blackpool Teaching Hospitals which
supports young people and advises them where
to attend to gain further support.

He explained: “URPotential work with many
projects across Wyre, Blackpool and Fylde
including youth volunteering.
“This project, in partnership with Wyre Council,
included a consultation with more than 2,000
pupils from Wyre secondary schools. Young
people identified in priority the issues they
currently face and made suggestions of how
things could be improved.

Simon Crabtree, 14, from Fleetwood High school,
is one of the young people involved in the project,
He said: “I think this is a useful tool for someone
who doesn’t always want to be seen struggling
and who is being peer pressured.

“People don’t talk about mental health as much
as they should and if just one person uses the
“The young people identified many concerns with contacts then we have done our job.
the top three being mental health, bullying and
smoking.
“I feel like I am an advocate for mental health and
I have learnt how I can combat problems. I have
“A group was formed to look into the issues and it really enjoyed being part of this group and have
decided to focus on mental health with the
gained a lot of confidence in the process.”
youngsters putting their ideas into action on how
to raise awareness of mental health.”
Chris Smith added: “The feedback we have
received from schools has been fantastic. They
The group designed a poster that included
are all on board and supporting young people
mental health contacts that young people could
with their mental health.
signpost people with mental health concerns to
the relevant services.
“I am so proud of all members of our group who
have worked so hard to make a difference.”
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New heart pump will
be life-changing
CONSULTANTS at Blackpool
Victoria Hospital have used an
innovative device for the first time in
Lancashire to perform a lifesaving
procedure.
The Impella Heart Pump, the
world’s smallest heart pump, was
purchased by Blue Skies Hospitals
Fund for the renowned Cardiac
Centre. Nine of these single use
pumps were purchased at a cost of
£8,500 each.
Consultant Cardiologist, Dr Billal
Dr Billal Patel with Mr Daniel Harris
Patel and his colleague Dr Andrew
Wiper were instrumental in putting
together the application for funding,
as they felt it could be life changing for some
patient’s life, and the chances of survival are
patients.
much greater.
Dr Patel expressed his thanks to the charity for
Blackpool Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust for funding the device.

The patient who underwent the procedure, Daniel
“Danny” Harris, 77, expressed his sincere
gratitude to the staff.

Dr Patel expressed his thanks to the charity for
Blackpool Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust for funding the device.

He said: “They’ve done the impossible. It’s
helped one life so how many more can it help
now? Thank you very much indeed for saving my
life.”

“This is a really big step for us and a huge step
for Blackpool.
“We may only need it for six patients a year, but
for those six, it’s potentially the difference
between life and death.”
The pump is inserted into the patient’s leg and
guided through the femoral artery towards the
heart, where it assists the flow of blood by
passing it into the aorta.
“The support that it provides means that the
procedure no longer poses a high risk to the
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After spending some time recovering in hospital,
Danny is thankful that he’ll soon be able to head
back home to his wife in Barrow-in-Furness.
Head of Fundraising at Blue Skies, Kila
Redfearn, was able to witness part of the
procedure.
She said: “We lots of funding applications
through at Blue Skies but it never fully hits home
how life changing they can be. To watch the staff
in action and listen to them explain how
incredible this heart pump really is, it’s just breath
-taking.”

